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A: Thank you for your comment.
Unfortunately, I cannot accept it as "answer"
even though I checked it. As it is not a valid
reply to my question. For better "answers" you
might want to try to offer more detail and add
what you did and what happened. Otherwise
there is nothing I can do about you. The
person I was having a "chat" with and
"offered" me the key worked for me. Not
everyone is on the same level. So this may
happen also to you or to others in similar
situations. So you will have to try to figure it
out by yourself and see what is going on. Other
than that, this may take some time. So, I may
be offline for a day or two. EDIT: I had some
time to spare this weekend and looked at the
exchange again. I did a little test and made my
own online copy of your original online copy.
In short: What you wrote: 1. From teh left,
open an (unencrypted) file called
serial_keys.xls. 2. From the top, open the sheet
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called "Account Keys". 3. Copy the Active
Primary Key ID. 4. Go to the Add Keys from
Serial Number window. What I wrote: 1. From
the left, open an (unencrypted) file called
"serial_keys.xls". 2. From the top, open the
sheet called "Account Keys". 3. I copied the
key from "Account Keys". 4. I went to the
Add Keys from Serial Number window and
pasted the key (from step 3) If you try to enter
this into the web version of the program, it
will ask you for a default password (customer
password I guess). Here are the results: Old:
Old key New: New key So there you go. My
test code does exactly what you had written in
your comment. Which proves that you did not
crack the key yourself. The next step you can
do, is to change your password and start over
again. It works perfectly for me and the person
I got it from. EDIT: I also wanted to know
what did he do, apart from cracking the key,
to obtain it. So I did some research myself and
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found some promising results. First I found
out that to crack the license key, you need the
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